PIANO MASTERCLASS
April 3 – 8, 2015
Gosau am Dachstein, Austria
Svetlana Bogino & Vladimir Ogarkov
piano professors

Within the framework of the Gosau Classical Music Festival a piano masterclass for pianists is
announced. The masterclass is offered to young and professional musicians seeking
improvement and perfection of their performing skills.
The following disciplines are offered:
•
•
•

Piano solo
Chamber music with piano
Co-rehearsal

The masterclass includes 4 individual lessons, 60 min. each, two with each of the professors,
and a final concert
Possibility of additional individual lectures/lessons during the course
Practice piano available
Group size – max. 5 participants
Working languages: Italian, Russian, Serbian
Communication languages: English, German
Beautiful inspirational surroundings of the Austrian Alps
Easy to access by air, train, bus or car
Friendly atmosphere
Comfortable accommodation in apartments with cooking facilities
In close proximity to Salzburg, Hallstatt, Bad Ischl
Registration fee € 100.00
Participation fee € 240.00 (per person)
Accommodation from € 35 per person per day with breakfast,
other options available
More information and registration at:
www.gosau-music.at/masterclass
Tel.: +43 (6136) 88 36 13
Contact person: Ljuba Ogarkova

Svetlana Bogino was born in Moscow into the family of Georgyi Bogino, an outstanding musician, pedagogue and a specialist in piano tuning. Since early childhood Svetlana had been deeply influenced by consistent communication with such famous musicians of the time as Arthur Rubinstein, Svyatoslav Richter, Emil Gilels, Flieyer, Ginsburg
and others. Svetlana Bogino is a graduate of Moscow Tchaikovsky Conservatory (class
of prof. Oborin), a post-graduate of the Gnessins Institute (class of prof. Berlin). Her
teaching career began back in 1968 in Moscow. Her students have done excellent musical careers throughout Europe and Americas.
Vladimir Ogarkov was born in Voronezh, Russia, into a family of university professors.
A graduate of Moscow Tchaikovsky Conservatory (class of prof. Emil Gilels). Vladimir
Ogarkov participated in the International Competition in Bucharest, worked as assistant
to the pianist Emil Gilels and performed widely. Vladimir Ogarkov has had a successful musical career at the Alexandrov Red Army Ensemble. He performed along with
outstanding singers at the Bolshoi Theater, Metropolitan Opera in New York, Olympia
Theatre in Paris, Kennedy Center in Washington. In 1990 he was awarded the Honored
Artist of Russia title. As a pianist, he is known for his interpretations of Ravel, Stravinsky, Schoenberg, Bartok, Prokofieff, Chachaturyan.
From 1995 until 2013 Vladimir Ogarkov and Svetlana Bogino taught piano at Novi Sad
Academy of Arts, Serbia, and Tsetinie Academy of Arts, Montenegro. They continue to
deliver master classes in Italy, Slovenia, Serbia.

